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In the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, shortly after the development of the 
general structure theory for rings, a great deal of work was done that showed 
that under certain types of hypotheses, rings had to be commutative or almost 
commutative. For a good cross section of the kind of result that was obtained, 
one can look in [2,4] and in the bibliographies given in these. 
Of these types of questions studied, one outstanding one remained open. 
It asked: Suppose that R is a ring in which, for any a, b E R, there are integers 
m = nz(a, b) > 1, n = n(a, b) 3 1 such that ambn = b”ar”; must the com- 
mutator ideal of R then be a nil ideal ? Equivalently, if R is as above and has 
no nonzero nil ideals, must R be commutative ? 
Some progress on this was made. In a fairly recent paper [5], Lihtman 
showed: Let R be a ring, A a commutative subring of R, and suppose that 
given P E R, P E A for some n = rz(r) > 1. Then, the commutator ideal of R 
is nil. Lihtman’s situation is a very special case of the question asked at the 
beginning, for, if a” F A and bm E A, then a”b” = bman, since A is com- 
mutative. 
In a recent paper, we introduced the concept of the hypwcenter of a ring [3] 
The hypercenter, T, of the ring R is defined by T = (t E R ] txn = Pt, 
II = n(x, t) > 1, for all N E Rj. In [3], we showed that if R has no nonzero nil 
ideaIs, then T = 2, the center of R. As we pointed out, Lihtman’s result 
followed easily from this theorem that identifies the center and hypercenter. 
We cite the result here because we make much use of it in this paper. 
The result we prove here settles the open question, mentioned at the outset, 
in the affirmative. We prove the 
THEOREM. Let R be a ring in zolzich, given a, b E R, there exist integers 
an = m(a, b) > 1, n = n(a, b) > 1 such that a”bn = b”a”. Then, the corn- 
mutator ideal of R is nil. In particular, if R has no nonzero nil ideals, then R must 
be commutative. 
* This work was supported in part by NSF Grant GP29269 at the University of 
Chicago. 
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The theorem will be proved as a consequence of a series of lemmas, and 
reductions we shall make. Note that in the hypothesis of the theorem we may 
assume without any loss of generality that vz = n, for, if a”bn = bnum, then 
amnbrnn. = @zyfnn 
In all that follows R z&l1 be a .ring in which, for axy pair a, b E R: there is au 
integer n = n(a, b) 3 1 such that anbn = bnan. 
We begin with a result that is known; we include it and its proof for the 
sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 1. If R is a dizvkion ring, then R is commutatiw. 
Proof. Suppose that the result is false. By the result on the hypercenter 
quoted earlier, there must be elements a and b in R such that a commutes with 
110 positive power of b. Let C,, = {x E R i xb’“! = b7n!x) and let 
B = W&l C, . Clearly, B is a subdivision ring of R and, since a@’ # bnlla 
for ail m 3 1, a I$ B. Thus, B f  R. However, given x E R ,&s ? . = binyz for 
some appropriate m 3 1, and so xnlbm! = b”W. Therefore, X~ E B for every 
x E R. By a result of Faith [I]? R must be a field. With this contradiction, the 
lemma is proved. 
We can easily proceed to the case where R is semisimple. 
LEMMA 2. If R is semisimple then R is commutatke. 
Proof. To settle the semisimple case, it is enough to handle the situation 
in which R is primitive. Suppose, then, that R is primitive. if R is a division 
ring it must be commutative by Lemma 1. If  R is not a division ring by the 
density theorem the ring of 2 x 2 matrices, Da, over a division ring is a 
homomorphic image of a subring of R. But then, D, inherits the hypothesis 
a”bn = b”~‘~. This, however, is patently false for a = er, and b = e,, + e,, _ 
Thus, R is a division ring and so is commutative. 
To prove the theorem it is enough to show that if R has no nonzero nil 
ideals, then R must be commutative. WTe proceed by assuming this to be 
false. We now make a series of reductions, based on the falsity of the theorem, 
that will eventually lead us to a contradiction. 
Since R has no nil ideais, R is a subdirect product of prime rings R, , 
having no nonzero nil ideals, in which there is a nonnilpotent element c, with 
the following property: given a nonzero ideal C, of R, ? then a:“*) E L:% 
for some integer t(L’J > 1. Since each R, inherits the hypothesis alzbn = 
blla”, it is enough to prove each R, commutative. 
Thus, we may assume, haceforth, that R is a prime ring, having no nonzero 
ml ideals and containing a nonnilpotent element c such that ct(L-) f  U for 
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any nonzero ideal L’ of R, where t(C) > 1. In view of Lemma 2, we may 
assume that J(R) # 0, where J(R) is the Jacobson radical of R. 
Yaw, J(R) is itself a prime ring, and, of course, aW = !~a~~ for all 
a, b E J(R). Also, since J(R) + 0 is an ideal of R, d = ci E J(R), some i. 
I f  V + 0 is an ideal of J(R), then Vr) 2;’ = J(R) VJ(R) f  0 is an ideal of R; 
hence, ck E U for some k, whence cE = di is in U and so, is in V. In short, 
J(R) has all the properties of R. If  J(R) is commutative, then R is commu- 
tative. Thus, from noe:’ on, we may assume without loss of generality that 
R = J(R), that is, R is its OLTR radical. 
Since R = J(R), given x E R there is an x’ E R such that x + s’ 1 xx’ = 
s+r’+x’x = 0. The mapping F: R + R given by v(y) = (l+x)y(l +x’) = 
y  + xy -i- yx’ + xyx’ is an automorphism of R. We write it formally as 
F(y) = (1 L- x)y(l + x)-l. 
LEM~ 3. If R = J(R) has no zero-dhisors, then R must be commutatke. 
Proof. Let Z be the center of R and suppose that x 4 2. Since the hyper- 
center of R coincides with Z in our situation, 3~’ is not in the hypercenter of R. 
Thus, there is an element a E R such that ,?~a” + umx for all m > 0. Bq’ 
our basic hypothesis on R, we can find an integer n such that both 
((1 + m) a(1 1 ~)-l)*~ and ((1 f  ax) a(1 + ax)-l)n commute with an. Thus, 
both a, = (1 + s) aR(1 + x)-l and a, = (1 I ax) aTz( 1 f  ax)-” commute 
with an, 
NOW 
(1 $ x)a” = al(l + x), (1 7 ax)a” = a,(1 + ax). (1) 
Multiply the first equation from the left by a and subtract the second 
equation from this. We get 
@(a - 1) = an, - a, + (aal - a,a)x. (2) 
Since the left side of (2) commutes with a” and a, a1 and a, commute with 
an, we get from (2), on commuting it with ara, that 
(ual - a,a)(xa~ - anx) = 0. (3 
Since R has no zero-divisors and since xan + anx, we must have, from (3), 
that an, = apa. 
Since aa, = a,a, (2) reduces to a”(a - 1) = aa, - a, = a,a - a, = 
a,(a - 1) and since a is in the radical, a - 1 is formally invertible, hence, 
a” = ap . But then, aa, = a,a = a%a = an+l, which gives us a, = avz. Using 
a, = a” we get from (1) the contradiction that xa” = @x. The lemma is 
now proved. 
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Thus, in zhat jollows, we may assume that R has zero-dzkisors. But a prime 
ring that has nontrivial zero-divisors must have nonzero niipotent elements. 
Thus, we have an element a 1 0 in R such that a2 = 0. 
We prove the very easy 
~EMSU 4. Ij a2 = 0, a f  0 then aR is a nil right ideal of R. 
F’yooj. By our basic hypothesis on R, there exists an integer n > I sluch 
that (1 + a)(~~)“(1 + a)-’ = ((1 + a)(ax)(l -+ a)-l)n and (asp commute. 
Since a” = 0, (1 + a)-l = 1 - a; thus, (1 + a)(ax)“(l - a)(ax)n = 
(ax)“(l + a)(axp(l - a). Using aa = 0 this reduces to (ax)2?z = (~x>2*~( 1 - a), 
hence, (ax)‘“a = 0, and so (ax)pn+l = 0. Thus, indeed, aR k nil. 
The Kothe conjecture asks: If  a ring has a nonzero nil right ideal, does it 
have a nonzero nil two-sided ideal? If the answer were yes, we would be 
done at this paint. However, the matter is still open. All. the work from here 
on is to circumvent the Kothe conjecture. 
We proceed to 
LEMXA 5. E.zery zero-dizisor in R is nilpotent. 
P~ooj. First, we recall exactly what hj:pothesis R carries, in addition to the 
basic one that a”b” = Pa”. We have that R is prime, R = J(R), and that 
there is an element c in 17, which is not nilpotent, such that cfcrJ E U for any 
ideal U f  0 of R (so, R has no nil ideals). In addition, R has zero-divisors. 
Suppose that ab = 0, where a f  0, b + 0. Let 2 = (X E R / xbnr = 0 
for some integer rnj, and let p = (X E R ! bBzx = 0 for some integer ttz>. 
Clearly, p is a right-ideal, and X is a left-ideal, of R. We claim that p = h. 
For, if 7 E A, then rbTn = 0 for some m. If Y’ is the quasi-inverse of Y, that is, 
if y + y’ + 7’~ = 0, then r’brr2 = 0. Xow, for some integer n, 
(1 + y) bm(l + y’) b”” = brnn(l + y) b”“(1 f y’). 
Csing rb” = F’P = 0, we get from this last relation that b?,nT” = B”mn(l $ r’): 
hence, bzTnPzr’ = 0. But then, bLnnr = 0 and so, Y E p. Hence, X C p. Similarly, 
P C A; hence, p = X is a two-sided ideal of R. 
Since ab = 0, a # 0, we have that p = X # 0. Thus, ck E X for some K. 
Hence, c”b” = 0 for some t. Let U = {X E R / PX = 0 for some ~a]. As we 
did for h and p above, we have that U is an ideal of R. If  c’ + 0 we would 
have that c’~ E U for some r, giving us the contradiction 0 = PV = cm+?, 
since c is not nilpotent. Thus, U = 0. But bt E U. Hence, b’ = 0. In other 
words, we have shown that every zero-divisor in R is nilpotent. 
LEWM 6. If  R is not conzmtata’ze then R must be toy&on-free. 
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Proof. We have seen that if R is not commutative it must have an element 
a f 0 such that a’ = 0. If x E R, there is an integer n such that 
(1 f a) x”(1 + a)-w = “P(1 + u) F(l $ a)-1; 
since (1 + a)-’ = 1 - a, we get from this relation that 
&+l - 2&7@ + x211* = &lay” - x”@& (4) 
If char R f 2, we can find an integer 12 so that both (4) holds and 
(1 - a) x%(1 - a)-lx” = P( I - a) xn(l - a)“. This gives us, as above, 
that 
axan - 2xnaxT2 + .3,+a = .&&Q - apaxfi. (5) 
Adding (4) and (5) an d using that char R + 2 gives us that 
as”n _ 2.pa.T”i 2 y2na I ” ,L = 0 , 
that is, that (axn - x%)xn = xn(m+ - CPU). If R is not torsion-free, then 
char R = p f 0 and from (uxL’” - xna)@ = xn(axn - xna) we get that 
(&m _ $5na ‘ = *.& n(~‘-l)(u~n - A%) = 0. This says that a commutes with 
some power of ever-v element; hence, a must be in the hvpercenter of R. 
Since R has no nil ideals, its h!-percenter is its. center [3]. Thus, a E 2, the 
center of R. But the center of a prime ring has no nilpotent elements. Hence, 
this is not possible. To show that R is torsion-free, therefore, we must 
merely rule out the possibility that char R = 2. 
If char R = 2, then (4) reduces to a+ + x%z = (a~n)~ + (xnu)‘2. Let 
y = x”. Hence, uys f ypu = (ay)” + (~a)~, whence, multiplping by a, 
ay2a = ayaya. 
Xow, the relation ay2 $ y%z = (ay)’ + (ya)a comes from the fact that 
(1 + a) y( 1 + a)-’ commutes withy. But (1 + u) yr( 1 -/- a)-’ then also com- 
mutes withy; hence, aya’ + y2ra = (uyr)s 1 (y’ay for all T. Thus, uyzra = 
uy’ay’a. 
Kow, by Lemma 4, aR is nil, hence, (a~)‘“’ = 0 for some m. But then, 
‘Jr+1 ay2ma = ay2nc-1ay2m’“-1a = . . . = (ay)‘“a = 0. Since ayZm+l + yL a= 
(ay”“)’ + (y’“a)2 = 0, we get that ay’“” = yzm+la. Recalling that y = xn, 
we have that a commutes with a power of x for eveq x E R. Thus, again, 
a is in the hypercenter of R, hence, in the center of R. This cannot be, since a 
is nilpotent. Thus, char R = 2 is not possible. In short, the onlp way out is 
that R is torsion-free. 
Notice that in carrying out the proof, now that we know that R is torsion- 
free, we also have that if a2 = 0 and x E R, then (ax” - x”u)xn = xn(axn - ma) 
for some integer 71 > 1; this came out as a consequence of (4) and (5). Thus, 
we have 
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LEA~I~ 7. If  a f  0, a” = 0 and if x E R, tizen for some integer n 3 I? 
(ax” - x~Za).~Z = xn(axn - xna). 
The next lemma, which is purely formal in nature and re? special, holds in 
any ring that is 2-torsion free. 
LEMXL~ 8. Let R be a 2-torsion free Gng and let a, b E R. Suppose that 
aE = 0 and tlzat (ab - ba)b = b(ab - ba). Then, for any n > 3, 
(a f  b)” = b” $ @-la $ 
n(n - 1) b”-“(ab _ baj 
2 ’ 
+ + - ‘)b’ - 2, b”-3aba 
b 
Also, ababi = biaba for any i >, 1. 
Proof. Since (ab - ba)b = b(ab - ba), ab” + b’a = 2bab. Xultiplq-ing 
from the left by a yields ab”a = 2abab and multiplying from the right by 
a yields aba’ = 2baba. Since R is 2-torsion free, we get that abab = baba. 
Because aba commutes with b it commutes with all bi. 
The rest of the proof is a straightforward induction. 
We can now finish the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of the theormz. Assuming that the theorem was false, we hate 
reduced down to the following situation: R is prime, torsion-free, without 
nil ideals, has zero-divisors, and all its zero-divisors are nilpotent. Further- 
more, if a f  0, al- = 0, then for any x E R, there is an integer n such that 
(a;yn - y2a)x” = yyaEn - xma). We show that these iead us to a contra- 
diction. 
We claim that, given x E R and a2 = 0, then axr = x’ra for some I’ 3 1, 
depending on s and a. If  x is a zero-divisor, then it is certainly correct, for 
x must be nilpotent, hence, XT = 0 for some 1’. Thus, we may assume that 
x is regular (i.e., a nonzero-divisor). By Lemma 7, for some n > 1, 
(a.?? - x”a)P = x,t’(aExn - x”a). Let b = x”. By our basic assumption on R, 
there is an integer vz > 1 such that (a + b)“b” = b”(a - 6)“. Clearly, we 
can pick l!z > 3. By Lemma 8, 
(a f b)" = @x + ,&nl-la f m(nz - 1) 3 bl”-“(a!, - baj 
i wz(m - l)(wz - 2) 
6 
bm-3aba. 
On the right-hand side, b”, b”l-‘(ab - baj, and b’“p3aba all commute with b, 
hence with b”. Since the left-hand side commutes with bm, we end up with 
mbllt-lab’OZ = b”(mbm-laj. This gives us that nzbm-l(abnl - bmaj = 0; since R 
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is torsion-free, we have that b”l(ab” - Pa). But b = E” and since x is 
regular, b, and so P-l, must be regular. The upshot of this is that ab” = Pa, 
which is to say that axrn” = x’in’za. 
Thus, a commutes with some power of every element in R and so a is in 
the hypercenter of R. By [3], since R has no nil ideals, the hypercenter of R is 
merely the center of R. Hence, the element a # 0, which is nilpotent, is in 
the center of the prime ring R. This is a contradiction. With this the theorem 
has been proved. 
Xote Added ifz Proof. The result of this paper was obtained independently by 
A. Z. Anan’in and E. M. Zyabko in their paper, On a Question of Faith, AZgebra i 
Log&a 13 (1974), 125-131, translated in September 1975. Their proof is different 
from the one given here, but some of the basic ideas are similar. 
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